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QUESTION 1

Beth runs a photography business and she wants to make certain, her advertisements only run in the evening. How is
this possible with Google AdWords? 

A. Beth can pause and restart her ads whenever she likes. 

B. Beth can use the ad scheduling tool to choose when her ads should appear. 

C. Beth can use the conversion optimizer to indicate the hours she\\'d like to optimize her ad for conversion. 

D. Google won\\'t automatically adjust when the ads are displayed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Doug is managing a Google AdWords for a golf course. His client informs Doug that he no longer wants the Google
AdWords to appear anywhere other than the Google Search and Search Partners. How can Doug edit this ad to appear
only in Google Search? 

A. Open the campaign page and then choose the Settings tab to edit where the ad will appear. 

B. Pause the current ad, remove the ad from the Google Network group, and only select Google Search results, then
start the ad again. 

C. Open the campaign page and then choose Search Listings to edit where the ad will appear. 

D. Open the ad page and then choose the Settings tab to edit where the ad will appear. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the relationship between a client\\'s paid result (an advertisement) and a client\\'s organic search result? 

A. There is no correlation between paid results (the advertisements) and organic search results. 

B. When organic search results are good (on the first page of results), the corresponding advertisement will cost less to
display. 

C. The better the organic search result, the higher the ad will be posted in order of paid results. 

D. The higher the budget for the paid result (the advertisement), the higher the organic search result would be. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following applications allows you to download and edit campaigns offline? 

A. AdWords Editor 

B. Keyword Tool 

C. Google Analytics 

D. Keyword Tool Supercharger 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Holly is managing the online marketing efforts for a bakery in her city. Holly is building the bakery\\'s website with the
intent of the site being able to be ranked high in the Google\\'s organic listings. Holly is focusing on keywords that users
will likely be searching for, such as \\'wedding cakes\\' and \\'cupcakes\\' for her city. What term best describes the goals
Holly has for the bakery\\'s website? 

A. Localized search results 

B. Search engine marketing 

C. Search engine optimization 

D. Organic marketing 

Correct Answer: C 
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